Journalists have incorporated hyperlinks (i.e., linking) into their professional practice since the early stages of digital news expansion. Media scholars and professionals have continually championed their use, yet little is known about the perceptions and uses of links in journalism practice on a broad journalistic scale. Drawing on an analysis of metajournalistic discourses, this study finds that links in news resonate with different aspects of newsmaking: the transparency of news production processes, the user experience, and the economic context. While journalists and other news media experts may indeed see value in linking, that optimism is tempered by levels of caution and worry, suggesting a need for media scholars, journalists, and news organization to re-evaluate the deployment of links within the news process.
d'être of the link and also highlight fundamental contradictions. More importantly, a close inspection of these themes allows for the unpacking of arguments that seem obvious but actually play out at various stages of the newsmaking process.
The "good" link
The ways in which links are said to enhance the news content and journalism practice are multiple, as metajournalistic discourses highlight several instances of the "good" link. These included links used to increase transparency by showing sources and by displaying usually hidden writing processes, links used to customize the reading experience by providing more context to those who need it, links used to guide readers and offer them more autonomy, and links used as humorous cues targeted at a knowing audience. These different functions not only co-exist-proving that links are more complex than a technological layer that needs to be embraced-they also sometimes veil different lines of reasoning. The following sections explore the variety of arguments that are mobilized in the discourses we analyzed. 
Links that show sources (credibility & credit)
One of the prominent discourses associated with the "good" link was that of the ability to show sources. Links are useful for journalists, as our sample pointed out, because they allow them to directly point to the original material that they used to build their story. But there are two underlying purposes to this argument. On the one hand, links to sources produce credibility.
Conversely, links to sources ensure credit is given where credit is due. These are two sides of the same coin, but considering them separately allows for an examination of the different journalistic values and practices that are involved when it comes to the relationship between journalists and their sources.
Links help journalists to ensure credibility when they point to original material such as documents, data, and other primary sources. In this case, links are used as a demonstration of facticity:
Why not give the reader, if he or she wants to, the opportunity to see the sources, or a source, when it's available? It helps bulletproof the column, because if they say 'He must be making that up,' they can look and see -here's the source, take a look and judge it for yourself… [Frank Rich, New York Times columnist, quoted in Delaney 2008] .
Links to sources not only concern primary sources and raw documents, they also involve an acknowledgment of who published news or information first. In this case, the motive behind linking is the reinforcement of the attribution of original sources. For instance, in the 2011 adjustment of the Associated Press's attribution policy, it is noted "News organizations that break big stories will soon get a little more credit (…) from The Associated Press. Beginning Aug. 1, whenever the AP picks up a local story from a member for rewriting and distribution, the text of AP's story will include a link back to the original report" [Phelps 2011] . In this case, there is no original document or data in the target of the link; the sole purpose of the link is to highlight who is the original producer of the news. Journalism professor and entrepreneur Jeff Jarvis puts it as follows: "The link ethic demands provenance" [Jarvis 2010]. Provenance and primary sources might require different links, but both ideas exist-and are sometimes conflated-in the injunction to use links to show sources.
Both imply their own obstacles. In the case of links that point to primary sources, some sources are simply impossible to link to. "Sometimes it's unlinkable material" [Delaney 2008] such as documents that do not exist online or exist behind security or paywalls and facts that have been witnessed yet do not have a digital existence. In the case of attribution links, there is a reluctance to openly acknowledge direct borrowing (that some defendants of digital culture deem an old-fashioned stance [Ingram 2012 , Jarvis 2008 
Links that show the writer's ethos
Links to sources are also presented as a way to provide a peek behind the scenes. As relates this function of linking to transparency, in line with the argument that transparency is the new objectivity: "Links also make it easier for readers to understand a writer's perspective, and thus are an important tool in disclosing bias (in an eloquent discussion of how transparency is the new objectivity, author David Weinberger said that objectivity was something 'you rely on when your medium can't do links')" [Ingram 2010] . The ways in which links might provide more transparency hence operate a distinct levels: linking divulges the relation between a journalist and source material, the relation between different news organizations that potentially lead to replication and aggregation, and the identity of writers themselves.
Paradoxical virtue: Concision and depth, autonomy and guidance
The "good" link also fulfills another, seemingly paradoxical function: it allows news items to be both more concise and broader. By placing links to relevant background information, journalists do not need to restate the full context of a news story. Instead, they are able to focus on new pieces of information. This newly gained focus is not at the expense of rich, in-depth reporting as all the relevant elements are still available to the reader behind the links. This virtue is also presented as a way of empowering readers, who can judge if they need additional information or not. Those who want to explore a story more deeply can choose to click on links [McLellan 2009 ], but "if they already know the background on the information, they can simply "link economy" is notably defended by Jeff Jarvis who discursively disconnects the value of the link from the value of the content that is linked to: "Let's say that the real value in this equation The playfulness of hypertext sometimes borders on textual experimentation, especially in the early days of online news. This is, for instance, how blogger Scott Rosenberg describes the peculiar linking style of Suck.com, a late-1990s online-only news outlet: "Suck's best hook all along-its most original contribution to Web culture-has been the style of hypertext link it pioneered. Suck's writers use links not as informational resources or aids to site navigation but as a rhetorical device, a kind of sub textual shorthand. A link from a Suck.com article, far from illustrating a point, more often than not undercuts it. A Suck link's highlight is often a warning:
Irony Ahead-do not take these words at face value" [Rosenberg 1997].
The "bad" link
All of these virtues and their various implications should not obscure the fact that metajournalistic discourses do not unanimously embrace the link as a positive tool. Several instances of the "bad" link were also present in the documents we analyzed, including circumstances in which linking was presented as harmful or as promoting interests that provoke tension with the positive values presented above.
Links that distract readers
There are two ways in which links are framed as a potential nuisance that distract readers: The first claim concurs with an argument well discussed by hypertext theorist, the "lost in hyperspace problem" (Theng and Thimbleby, 1998) . When endlessly clicking on links, readers may feel disoriented and lose their sense of purpose. Potentially endless navigation paths equate to black holes: "The flip side of the web's status as the greatest repository of information the world has ever known is that its information can easily form a kind of black hole when it comes to user attention. Hyperlinks allow us-hey, encourage us-hey, almost force us-to flit about from site to site across the vast expanse of the web, indulging our curiosity at the cost of nothing more than a click and a bit of time" [Garber 2011b ]. 
Links that cause traffic loss
The idea that links create a risk of sending readers away, and consequently represent a direct traffic loss for a news organization, is also among the negative connotations found in the discourses we analyzed. "The reasons I've usually heard for not linking, or for only linking to internal pages, is that the journal's site "needs" to be "sticky," to "drive traffic" past ads, and to 
Links that are paid for
Ultimately, the link that is unanimously condemned is the link that has been paid forand even more so if the transaction is hidden. The attempt at "bribing" bloggers to clandestinely place links are vigorously denounced as "shady marketing schemes" [Nolan 2011 ] and presented as obviously wrong, as exemplified by this statement by Henry Blodget (CEO of Business Insider, a news site that where such practices allegedly took place): "We don't have an explicit policy against it [writers accepting bribes in exchange of links], but we also don't have explicit policies against throwing chairs through windows, spray-painting walls, or any of a thousand other things that common sense would tell you not to do. Obviously, we do link to advertiser sites occasionally, but the money goes to the company, not specific editors. And the relationship is disclosed" [Henry Blodget, quoted in Nolan 2011].
Even when the transaction happens to be controlled by the news organization and transparently disclosed, ads "disguised as links" seem to be negatively received [Roderick 2010 ].
Corrupted links do not necessarily need to be the subject of a monetary transaction, and the blame is extended to links that suggests conflict of interests [Brisbane 2011] There seems to be a balance to strike between journalistic and commercial interests, but how exactly to achieve the perfect equilibrium is unclear.
Discussion
Collectively, these issues shape how links come to exist as matters of concern in metajournalistic discourses. We saw three overarching themes in the metajournalistic discourses that relate linking to different aspects of newsmaking. These included (1) the news production processes, (2) the user experience, and (3) the economic circumstances in which the news is produced. First, the concern for credibility, credit, and the writer's ethos indicate that links can function as transparency devices. In this respect, links are traces of the news production processes that can become visible in the news text. Secondly, the tensions between concision and depth, autonomy and guidance, as well as the humorous or distractive potential of links reveal a function of links that is more related to reception. When elaborating on these themes, the metajournalistic discourses are preoccupied with what the readers experience (with potentially positive or negative impacts). A third overarching theme also binds positive and negative expectations with the considerations on the link economy and the cautiousness related to traffic loss, automated links and bribery. Here, metajournalistic discourse highlight pragmatic concerns, and focus on the concrete economic context of newsmaking.
It should be noted that the themes delineated above emerged repeatedly over time. Even if the examples and concrete situations on which they drew varied with the evolution of online news, the various virtues and pitfalls of linking were mobilized throughout the discourses.
Contrary to the "digital utopian" (Domingo, 2006) view that casts linking as yet another tool that news sites need to use simply because they are part of the technological arsenal, the results indicate a certain level of complexity about the functionality of links in the news process. Adding a links potentially reveals the news production process, affects the way readers experience the news, and implies broader economic issues. This suggests a reconsideration not only of the frequency in which links are used in the news process, but also how they are used. This is especially critical given the current evolution of news consumption, which increasingly happens in digital and social media spaces and through mobile technology (Caumont, 2013; Kohut, 2013) . The results here indicate themes that have occurred since the popularization of links in the news process. With the evolution of Twitter, Facebook, and other SNSs into "ambient" sources of news that frequently rely on the rapid exchange of information, including links, journalists have had to rethink the functional and critical role links now play (Hermida, 2014) . Media scholars have illustrated the pivotal role of links employed through social media, noting they aid in source transparency and verification, open opportunities for deeper connections with news consumers, and allow for individual and organizational branding (Broersma and Graham, 2013; Bruns, 2012; Author, 2014; Molyneux, 2013 ). Yet, as this study showed, such changes may not always be perceived as positive.
While the value of content embedded with links has been demonstrated by a number of studies that have indicated links help enhance audience knowledge, increase social capital, and enhance online network connectivity (Author 2014; Hsu and Park, 2011; Hughes and Palen, 2009 ), their value is not considered without peril in metajournalistic discourses. These discourses recognize the potential for "good" links to enhance journalistic practices in ways that meet current audience expectations of richer context and fuller transparency, but they alternatively remain guarded about the current and potential negative impacts "bad" links may have on journalism as a profession, on news consumers, and on the relationship between the two. This suggests that links may not be so much a technological layer atop of news content, but rather that links are objects that journalists may use at their own discretion based on their intentions, their imagined audience and the editorial policy of a news organization. The diversity of issues at stake might therefore suggest why examinations of news sites ( Clearly the function of links is a question that should be put more pointedly to today's news creators and news organizations. They are, after all, the ones who determine the appropriateness of linking within the news process. This study does not serve as an indicator of their perspectives alone, but rather has cast a wide net as a means to begin reflecting on how links and linking are considered by professional journalists, scholars and media experts. Our unpacking of metajournalistic discourses can aid in the exploration of relatively unexplored areas of journalistic practice, providing indicators of how evolving practices are viewed within the holistic process of journalism (Carlson, 2014a) . This paper drew on a vision of action and discourse that is not dichotomic and argued that metajournalistic discourses constitute a manifestation of the various "matters of concern" of journalism. By studying how metajournalistic discourses discussed the notion of linking, we have described specific ways of imagining journalism which are inseparable of the ways of doing journalism. In this also resides the most prominent limitation of this paper: it does not say much 
